Your skills are our success: Welcome to BUSS!

For over 60 years, BUSS has stood for quality and performance in compounding. As a leading manufacturer of high-quality
compounding systems and specialist in co-kneader technology, we successfully support companies from a wide variety of industries around the globe to process their products. Become a part of our success story and shape the future of compounding!
Strengthen our team as …

Process Engineer FH, ETH or equivalent
Your tasks

What we expect from you…

The multifaceted task area includes technical and process
engineering consulting for our customers. You will be commissioning Buss Kneader lines for customers worldwide,
performing process engineering design calculations and
layouts, and carrying out customer trials at our in-house
technical centre. This involves you with your process engineering knowhow right through the project, from inquiry to
customer handover. You continuously develop and optimize our processes, take pleasure in documenting your expertise in a structured manner, and pass this on internally
as well as externally through lectures and customer training.

We expect from you to have a process engineering or mechanical engineering degree/diploma or comparable qualiﬁcation, with good experience in process engineering or
plastics technology. You are accustomed to independent
and goal-oriented working, and characterized by ﬂexibility
and reliability under heavy load. You speak ﬂuent English
and German. You are willing to travel world-wide (about 40
%).

What we oﬀer you…
We oﬀer you an interesting multifaceted work with a high
level of personal responsibility in a small motivated team,
attractive employment conditions with up-to-date social
beneﬁts and annualized working time with at least ﬁve
weeks vacation.

Have we sparked your interest?
If so, please e-mail your complete application documents to jobs@busscorp.com. Direct applications are preferred.
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